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ABSTRACT

Forests are generally considered to be net sinks of atmospheric methane (CH4) because of oxidation by methanotrophic bacteria in well-aerated forests soils. However, emissions from wet forest soils, and sometimes canopy fluxes, are often neglected when quantifying the CH4 budget of a forest. We used a modified Bowen ratio method and combined eddy covariance and gradient methods to estimate net CH4 exchange at a boreal forest site in central Sweden. Results indicate that the site is a net source of CH4. This is in contrast to soil, branch and leaf chamber measurements of uptake of CH4. Wetter soils within the footprint of the canopy are thought to be responsible for the discrepancy. We found no evidence for canopy emissions per se. However, the diel pattern of the CH4 exchange with minimum emissions at daytime correlated well with gross primary production, which supports an uptake in the canopy. More distant source areas could also contribute to the diel pattern; their contribution might be greater at night during stable boundary layer conditions.
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1. Introduction

Forests cover about 30% of the world’s land surface area and they can host both methane (CH4) consuming (Harriss et al., 1982) and CH4 emitting (Ehhalt, 1974) soil environments. A well-aerated forest soil is a net sink of atmospheric CH4, thanks to oxidation by methanotrophic bacteria (Born et al., 1990; Whalen and Reeburgh, 1990; Crill, 1991). However, this does not necessarily mean that forests are always a net sink of CH4. Production of CH4, by archaea, takes place in anoxic environments such as water-saturated soils and small ponds scattered in forests and in anaerobic micro sites within otherwise well-drained soils (Hudgens and Yavitt, 1997; Von Fischer and Hedin, 2002; Kammann et al., 2009). It is possible that the CH4 uptake rate in forests, especially in moist forests, is overestimated since emissions from wet soils are not adequately accounted for (Grunwald et al., 2012). Even if CH4 emissions are sporadic and limited to restricted areas, their occurrence frequency and source strength might turn a forest from a net sink to a net source of CH4 (Fiedler et al., 2005; Sakabe et al., 2012). The capacity of plants with roots in CH4-rich water-saturated soils, even woody plants, to transport and release CH4 (Terazawa et al., 2007; Gauci et al., 2010) adds another level of the complexity to the analyses.

Soil moisture, soil texture and water table depth are crucial in determining whether the soil will act as a net CH4 sink or CH4 source. Soil moisture and soil texture influence the soil diffusivity and thus the flux of CH4 and oxygen from the atmosphere to the soil depths where CH4 is consumed (Born et al., 1990; Koschorreck and Conrad, 1993; Whalen and Reeburgh, 1996), while water table depth alters the relative extent of anaerobic and aerobic zones in the soil (Whalen and Reeburgh, 1990). Soil moisture and water table depth vary spatially due to, for example, topography, which results in spatial variations of CH4 exchange (Lessard et al., 1994; Yu K. W. et al., 2008). There is also a temporal variability in CH4 exchange, mainly due to changes in temperatures and precipitation (Castro et al., 1994; Guckland et al., 2009). CH4 production is strongly favoured by increasing temperatures, while CH4 oxidation is not as...
sensitive to temperature changes (Dunfield et al., 1993; Yvon-Durocher et al., 2014). Soils have been observed to switch from sinks to sources following precipitation (Keller and Reiners 1994; Wang F. L. and Bettany 1995; Hudgens and Yavitt 1997; Sakabe et al., 2012).

To date, most in situ measurements of CH$_4$ have been made with chambers (e.g., Crill et al., 1994; Bradford et al., 2000; Guckland et al., 2009). They are suitable for detailed studies of processes controlling CH$_4$ exchange, but they might not be spatially representative for a larger area (Denmead, 2008), and semi-continuous measurements are only possible with automated chambers. Micrometeorological (MM) methods, such as gradient methods and eddy covariance (EC) methods, can better capture spatial and temporal variability of CH$_4$ exchange over forests at hectare or larger scales. Net ecosystem carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) exchange between forests and the lower atmosphere has been measured with gradients since 1970 and with EC since the early 1990s (Baldocchi et al., 2001). Measuring CH$_4$ exchange is more challenging than measuring CO$_2$ exchange due to low flux rates from spatially restricted areas within a forest and therefore relatively few MM studies exist to date (Nicolini et al., 2013). CH$_4$ exchange between forest stands and the atmosphere has been measured by EC (Smeets et al., 2009; Shoemaker et al., 2014), relaxed EC (Sakabe et al., 2012; Ueyama et al., 2012), and by gradient methods (Simpson et al., 1997; Bowling et al., 2009; Querino et al., 2011).

For the present study, we used a gradient method to analyse CH$_4$ exchange at a boreal forest site in central Sweden. The aim was to quantify the CH$_4$ exchange between the soil surface and the overlying atmosphere and to investigate the reasons for variability of CH$_4$ exchange over time. We further compared the result from MM methods with soil chamber measurements from within the spatial and temporal footprint of the former. The rationale for choosing the gradient method instead of the nowadays more common EC method was that we believed that the small fluxes to be expected from the forest could be more accurately estimated with the gradient method than with the EC method. With a high tower, large vertical separation between the CH$_4$ intakes can be achieved which thus maximises the concentration differences while the high frequency concentration measurements in the EC method would be hampered by the analyser noise, which would be larger than the expected CH$_4$ fluctuations.

The Norunda forest represents a typical hemi-boreal forest (Denmead, 2008), and the ecosystem is a mosaic of wetlands, lakes and forests. The measurement tower within a 500 m radius. The forest in the south-west (SW) to north-east (NE) directions had not been thinned or fertilised in a few decades, while NE to SW quadrants were thinned in 2008 which decreased the leaf area index in average from 4.8 to 2.8 m$^2$ m$^{-2}$. Forest stands of various ages covered most of the area within a 500–800 m radius around the tower, apart from a clear-cut area of 6.5 ha in the west and a smaller clear-cut area in the south. Tree heights at the site were generally around 25 m. At distances greater than 800 m, agricultural lands, wetlands and lakes contributed to the mosaic of the landscape (Fig. 1).

Understory vegetation at the site was sparse and dominated by bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) and feathermosses (Hylocomium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi). The soil was a glacial till (Lundin et al., 1999) with an organic layer of 3–10 cm depth.

2. Method

2.1. Site description

The CH$_4$ gradient measurements were made at the Norunda research station, a boreal forest site, 60° 5′ N, 17° 29′ E in central Sweden, from 16 June 2010 to 31 December 2011. A forest stand consisting of 120-year-old mixed pine (Pinus sylvestris) and spruce (Picea abies) trees surrounded the measurement tower within a 500 m radius. The forest in the south-west (SW) to north-east (NE) directions had not been thinned or fertilised in a few decades, while NE to SW quadrants were thinned in 2008 which decreased the leaf area index in average from 4.8 to 2.8 m$^2$ m$^{-2}$. Forest stands of various ages covered most of the area within a 500–800 m radius around the tower, apart from a clear-cut area of 6.5 ha in the west and a smaller clear-cut area in the south. Tree heights at the site were generally around 25 m. At distances greater than 800 m, agricultural lands, wetlands and lakes contributed to the mosaic of the landscape (Fig. 1).

Understory vegetation at the site was sparse and dominated by bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) and feathermosses (Hylocomium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi). The soil was a glacial till (Lundin et al., 1999) with an organic layer of 3–10 cm depth.

2.2. Instrumentation

Concentrations of CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ were measured at three heights (31.7, 58.5 and 100.6 m) above ground, with an off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopic (ICOS) laser analyser (DLT-100, Los Gatos Research (LGR)). All intakes were above the canopy. The 31.7 m intake was located within the roughness sublayer, while the other two intakes were in the semi-logarithmic layer. Displacement height was estimated to be 21.1 m (Mölder et al., 1999).

Air was pulled to the analyser through 4 mm high-density polyethylene tubing. An individual membrane pump was used for each level and all lines were flushed continuously and also at the same flow rate during sub-sampling of air to the gas analyser. An 8 L mixing volume was installed at the inlet of each line, and a perma pure dryer was used to dry the air before the analyser. Each level was sampled for 5 min. The gas analyser was measured at a frequency of 1 Hz. The flow rate through the tubing was set to 3 L min$^{-1}$, and the sub-sampling rate through the analyser was 0.7 L min$^{-1}$. The excess flow was vented through a T-connector.

EC measurements of CO$_2$ exchange were conducted at 33 m height with a 3-D sonic anemometer (USA-1, Metek GmbH) and an infrared gas analyser (LI-7000, Li-Cor, Inc.). The air was drawn to the gas analyser through 6 m of 4 mm high-density polyethylene tubing at a rate of 8–9 L min$^{-1}$. Turbulence and concentration were measured at 10 Hz, and fluxes were calculated as 30-min averages. Linear detrending was used, and the time lag between wind and gas concentration measurements was determined by maximum correlation. No frequency correction due to tube
dampening was done as the correction is negligible for the current set-up with relatively short intake tube and high flow rate as well as high measurement height above ground.

Chamber measurements were made 100 m to the NW of the tower from 7 July 2010 to 4 October 2010 (Sundqvist et al., 2014). We used five automated, transparent chambers of polymethyl methacrylate, which each covered a surface area of 0.2 m² and had a total volume of 110 L. In accordance with the tower measurements, chamber CH₄ concentrations were measured with an ICOS laser gas-analysers (DLT-100, LGR) that was located at a minimum of 4 m and a maximum of 15 m from the chambers. During the 6 min of each measurement, the chambers were closed and air was recirculated through the gas analyser. A fan was installed in each chamber to ensure sufficient mixing of the chamber headspace air. The fan was carefully adjusted to avoid disturbing the boundary layer at the soil surface. Chamber frames were installed at a depth of about 3 cm in 2005; so by 2010, there had been sufficient time for soil and vegetation to recover from the disturbance.

Continuous measurements of soil temperature, air temperature, precipitation, water table depth and soil moisture were made and stored at 10 s intervals. Air temperature was measured at 32 m height on the tower with a type T thermocouple placed in a ventilated radiation shield. Soil temperature was measured near the tower at 10 cm depth with a type T thermocouple. Soil moisture was measured at 20 cm depth with permittivity sensors (ML-2x ThetaProbe, Delta-T Devices Ltd). Precipitation was measured using a tipping bucket rain gauge (RM Young Company), at an open site 80 m E of the tower. Water table depth was measured 80 m N of the tower.

2.3. Gradient methods

CH₄ exchange was calculated using two different methods, a modified Bowen ratio (BR) method and a combined EC and gradient method (ECG). CH₄ exchange was calculated from gradients between 31.7 and 58.5 m height and from gradients between 31.7 and 100.6 m height. In the following, fluxes calculated by the modified BR method using gradients between 31.7 and 58.5 m will be referred to as BR₁. BR₂ will be used when the fluxes are based on gradients between 31.7 and 100.6 m. Similarly, fluxes calculated by the ECG method will be referred to as ECG₁ and ECG₂ (gradients between 31.7 and 58.5 m and between 31.7 and 100.6 m, respectively).

The ECG method is described in detail by Denmead (2008) and Simpson et al. (1997), among others. Similar to Fick’s law of diffusion, the vertical turbulent transport of CH₄ in the atmosphere \( F_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{ECG}) \) is given by

\[
F_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{ECG}) = -\frac{1}{V} K_c \frac{\Delta C}{\Delta z},
\]  

(1)

where \( V \) (m³ mol⁻¹) is the volume of 1 mol of air and \( C \) is the CH₄ concentration (µmol mol⁻¹). The turbulent
diffusivity $K_c$, valid for a specific layer in the atmosphere, is derived from the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory,

$$K_c = \frac{k u^* \Delta z}{\ln \frac{z}{z_1} - \psi_z(\frac{z}{L}) + \psi_z(\frac{z}{L}) - \int_0^z \frac{1 - \phi_z}{L} dz}, \tag{2}$$

where $k = 0.4$ is the von Karman constant, for $u^*$ and 10 W m$^{-2}$ for the (m s$^{-1}$) the friction velocity, $z_2$ (m) the upper air intake height, $z_1$ (m) the lower air intake height, $\Delta z$ is the difference between the intake heights, $L$ is the Obukhov length and $\psi_z$ the diabatic correction function for heat profiles. The EC measurements were used to determine $u^*$ and $L$. The function $\Phi_z$ denotes the diabatic correction function for gradients. Roughness sublayer effects are expressed through $\phi_z$ (Physick and Garratt, 1995; Mölder et al., 1999). $\Phi_z$ is integrated from the height $z$ inside the roughness sublayer to the top of the roughness sublayer ($z = 35.9$ m; Mölder et al., 1999). All heights take the displacement height into account. The diabatic correction function for heat depends on stability, determined as a function of $z/L$. For our study, we used the diabatic correction function of Högström (1988).

The modified BR method builds on the assumption that the diffusivities for CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ fluxes are identical. Then, if the CO$_2$ flux ($F_{CO_2}$) is known, e.g., from EC measurements, the CH$_4$ exchange $F_{CH_4}$ can be derived (Moncrieff et al., 1997) as

$$F_{CH_4}(BR) = F_{CO_2} \frac{\Delta C_{CH_4}}{\Delta C_{CO_2}}, \tag{3}$$

2.4. Data processing of gradient measurements

Measurements at each level were conducted for 5 min after which the sampling was shifted to the next level. The first minute of measurements at each level was always removed from the analyses to account for flushing (tubing and analyser cell). The remaining 4 min of measurements were averaged into four 1-min mean values. The 11-min long gaps in a data series for each level were filled by linear interpolation before 30-min mean concentrations were calculated.

Before calculating fluxes, the input data were examined and concentration data with values exceeding 3 ppm for CH$_4$ and 800 ppm for CO$_2$ were removed. De-spiking of CO$_2$ data from EC measurements was carried out. If more than 3000 errors were found in a 30-min data sequence consisting of 18000 high-frequency values, the corresponding half-hourly CO$_2$ flux value was rejected (Foken, 2008).

Data from January and February 2011 were excluded from the analyses due to a time synchronisation problem.

As a second step, errors were estimated and only fluxes with an estimated total error < 20 $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ and < 1 $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for CH$_4$ fluxes and for CO$_2$ fluxes, respectively, were kept for further analyses. Total errors in fluxes calculated by the BR method were estimated based on errors in CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ gradients and errors in CO$_2$ fluxes measured by the EC method. Total errors in fluxes calculated by the ECG method were estimated using errors in CH$_4$ gradients and errors in heat flux and friction velocity, $u^*$, measured by EC. The maximum allowed error was 0.5 $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for CO$_2$ fluxes from EC measurements, 0.3 ppm for CO$_2$ gradients and 0.8 ppb for CH$_4$ gradients, 0.05 m s$^{-1}$ for $u^*$ and 10 W m$^{-2}$ for the sensible heat flux.

After selecting the CH$_4$ flux data, 40%, 56%, 20% and 47% of data remained from BR1, BR2, ECG1 and ECG2, respectively. For CO$_2$ fluxes, 73% remained from ECG1 and 86% from ECG2. In the case of CH$_4$ fluxes, more daytime than nighttime data of the CH$_4$ daytime data had to be dismissed, due to small gradients. In total, 93% of the processed data of BR2 and ECG2 consisted of nighttime data and 87% of the processed data of BR1 and ECG1 consisted of nighttime data. Here, nighttime data are defined as times when global radiation is < 50 W m$^{-2}$.

2.5. Data processing of chamber measurements

Soil CH$_4$ exchange by chambers ($F_{CH_4\text{Chamber}}$) was calculated as

$$F_{CH_4\text{Chamber}} = \frac{dC_{\text{soil}}}{dt} \frac{V_c}{A}, \tag{4}$$

where $C_{\text{chamber}}$ is the molar density ($\mu$mol m$^{-3}$), $V_c$ (m$^3$) is the chamber volume and $A$ (m$^2$) is the ground surface area within the chamber. A linear fit of a 2-min interval of the concentration data obtained with the gas analyser, beginning immediately after chamber closure, was used to retrieve $dC_{\text{chamber}}/dt$. We calculated the $r^2$ values for the fits of five sequential slopes, which were lagged by 10 s intervals after chamber closure. The fit with the highest $r^2$ value was then selected. All fluxes with an $r^2$ value higher than 0.3 were kept for further analyses. In total, 99% of the data passed this quality control.

2.6. Footprint analyses

An improved version of the flux footprint parameterisation of Kljun et al. (2004) was used to estimate temporally varying footprint areas to the tower instrumentation. This footprint parameterisation is based on the Lagrangian stochastic particle model LPDM-B (Kljun et al., 2002). The particle dispersion of LPDM-B has been shown to successfully reproduce the results of LES, water-tank and field data across a wide range of atmospheric stratification (Rotach et al., 1996; Rotach, 2001; Kljun et al., 2004). With that, the footprint parameterisation is valid for a much broader range of atmospheric conditions than analytical
footprint models that are confined to the surface layer. This is especially important for measurements at heights well above the tree canopy like in the current study, where simulated particle trajectories can be frequently above the surface layer.

The footprint parameterisation was run at half-hourly temporal resolution based on input data from (1) the Norunda flux tower at 33-m height: wind direction, SDs of the vertical and lateral wind velocity, and friction velocity and (2) an airborne LiDAR survey of the site in 2011: high spatial resolution maps of roughness length and displacement height surrounding the tower.

Here, we follow the suggestion of Horst (1999) that the flux footprint methodology can be applied to the flux gradient approach, whereby the ‘representative measurement height’ of the fluxes is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the two concentration measurement heights for stable stratification, and based on the geometric mean for unstable conditions. Note that Horst (1999) further pointed out that in the case of the BR method, the flux footprint could only be derived for horizontally homogeneous surface fluxes.

3. Results

3.1. Gradient method performance

Good agreement was found between CO2 fluxes calculated by ECG method and CO2 fluxes from EC measurements (Fig. 2). The ECG method captures seasonal and diel variations well, although it tends to overestimate peak respiration values. Fluxes from the two methods are significantly correlated with $p < 0.001$ and a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.80.

Errors in CH4 concentration gradient measurements were the major contributors to errors in calculated CH4 fluxes. Observed CH4 gradients were small most of the time, especially during daytime, where the concentration difference between levels was usually $< 1$ ppb (Fig. 3a) due to strong turbulence. At night, turbulence is often weak and concentrations at different levels are distinctly different (Fig. 3b). Frequency distributions of CH4 concentration gradients during day and night after selection of data sets are shown in Fig. 4.

3.2. Atmospheric CH4 concentrations and net CH4 exchange

The atmospheric concentration of CH4 measured at 100.6 m varied over the season from 1875 to 1930 ppb, with a distinct minimum during the summer months. A trend of increasing concentrations was observed over the measurement period (Fig. 5).

Taking the entire measurement period and all wind directions into account, the Norunda site is a net source of CH4 according to both flux calculation methods. Mean emissions at the site were 2.57, 4.57, 1.48 and 2.99 μmol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ for BR1, BR2, ECG1 and ECG2, respectively.

For the study period, the main wind directions at the site were S to SW (Fig. 6). Emissions from these directions were lower in comparison with peak emissions at NW to NE wind directions (Fig. 7). Monthly mean values of CH4 exchange from S to SW (June 2010–December 2011) are listed in Table 1.

![Fig. 2. Comparison of net CO2 exchange measured by EC at 33 m and net CO2 exchange calculated from gradients between 31.7 and 58.8 m by combined EC and gradient method (ECG) in July 2010. For the ECG method, only values with good accuracy, i.e., total errors $< 20$ μmol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$, are shown (see text for details).](image-url)
The 90% level of the footprints for gradients measured between 31.7 and 58.8 m were within 500 m from the tower (Fig. 8a) while the footprints for gradients measured between 31.7 and 100.6 m reached almost 1 km from the tower. A large part of the clear-cut was within the 70% level of the footprint (Fig. 8b), i.e., emissions from the clear-cut were measured with high probability at the higher level.

3.3. Seasonal and diel variations and drivers of CH₄ exchange

For the entire measurement period, the CH₄ exchange ranged from a minimum uptake of \( -4.0 \mu \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{h}^{-1} \) in August 2011 by BR1 to maximum emissions of \( 8.7 \mu \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{h}^{-1} \) in June 2010 by BR2. According to BR1 and ECG1, there was a net average CH₄ uptake for the main wind direction (180°–240°) for the months August 2010, December 2010, May 2011, July to September 2011 and November to December 2011 (Table 1). BR2 and ECG2 showed reduced emissions for most of these months except for summer 2011 (Table 1). Weekly average values of CH₄ exchange from BR1 and ECG1 originating from the main wind direction, as well as environmental conditions at the site for the entire measuring period, are shown in Fig. 9.

Water table depth and CO₂ exchange significantly contributed in explaining variations in the CH₄ exchange according to multiple linear regression analyses (Table 2). Negative fluxes had a tendency to coincide with lower ground water table, and the largest positive fluxes in 2011 coincided with high ground water table (Fig. 9). CO₂ exchange showed higher correlation with CH₄ exchange for BR1 and BR2, which might be a consequence of the BR method using CO₂ exchange for calculation of CH₄ exchange. Combinations of air temperature, soil temperature, soil moisture, water table depth, CO₂ exchange and
gross primary production (GPP) could only explain 3–23% of variations in CH$_4$ exchange (Table 2).

Diel variations in CH$_4$ exchange were apparent when data were binned hourly (Fig. 10). CH$_4$ emissions reached a maximum just before dawn (approximately 05:00) local time and then decreased during the day to minima in late afternoon 15:00–18:00 local time. The diel pattern was evident in fluxes derived by both BR and ECG methods but was most pronounced for BR1. The amplitudes of the diel variation in CH$_4$ exchange curves were in the order of 5–8 µmol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$. We looked closer at diel variations of BR1 since it has a more homogeneous footprint than BR2.

Fig. 4. Occurrence of CH$_4$ concentration differences for different height intervals and for day (global radiation >50 W m$^{-2}$) and night (global radiation <50 W m$^{-2}$). Data between the 2nd and 98th percentiles are shown.

Fig. 5. CH$_4$ concentration measured at 100.6 m height from June 2010 to December 2011. Error bars are given as plus/minus SD of monthly mean concentrations.
and ECG2 and because more daytime values of CH$_4$ exchange passed the quality criteria (cf. section 2.4) than for ECG1. Correlations between hourly binned CH$_4$ exchange for BR1 and hourly binned soil temperature, air temperature, GPP and vapour pressure deficit (VPD) are listed in Table 3. Significant correlations at $p < 0.05$ were found for all variables depending on season. Correlations were strongest for air temperature and GPP. Soil CH$_4$ exchange measured by chambers did not show a consistent diel pattern (Fig. 11).

### 3.4. Chamber measurements

In contrast to gradient measurements, the soil chamber measurements from July to September 2010 indicated that the soil was a sink of CH$_4$ of around $-10\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ (Table 1). These rates are similar in magnitude to previously reported forest soil uptake rates (e.g., Smith et al., 2000).

### 4. Discussion

#### 4.1. Net CH$_4$ exchange

Previous comparisons of chamber measurements and MM measurements of CH$_4$ exchange within forests have shown good agreement of fluxes (Querino et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013). However, in this study, gradient measurements above the canopy indicate that the forest is a net source of CH$_4$, which is in strong contrast to local small spatial-scale chamber measurements showing net CH$_4$ uptake by the ground surface. A possible reason for the discrepancy is that the gradient measurements are influenced by a large forest area (up to 1 km radius) with higher variability in net CH$_4$ soil fluxes than represented by the chambers, which were situated in the vicinity of the tower (within 100 m). Simpson et al. (1997) also report net CH$_4$ emissions measured by gradients above canopy and net CH$_4$ uptake measured below the canopy in the vicinity of their tower. They ascribed the difference to

---

**Fig. 6.** Windrose for Norunda site at 33 m height above ground for the entire measurement period.

**Fig. 7.** Average CH$_4$ exchange at the tower for wind directions binned in 30 degree intervals.
emissions of CH$_4$ from wet patches emitting CH$_4$, located within the footprint of the tower-based above-canopy measurements. Another reason for the discrepancy could be possible emissions from the canopy or from the trunks of the trees (see Section 4.3).

4.2. Impact of wind direction and footprint

At Norunda, the clear-cut located within the footprint at 500 m to the west of the tower (Fig. 8b) is a well-characterised source area (Sundqvist et al., 2014). Higher than average emissions were observed for these westerly wind directions. Additional possible sources of CH$_4$ at Norunda are more clear-cuts, lakes and wetlands at 1–2 km distance from the tower. These areas are outside the flux footprint of the gradient-based flux measurements. However, at this site, and for the higher level especially, the requirement of horizontally homogeneous fluxes for the application of Horst's method (Horst, 1999) is not fulfilled. Keeping in mind that footprints for concentration measurements are typically 2–3 times larger than those of flux measurements, the CH$_4$ sources at larger distances might still contribute to some extent to the measurements at higher levels. Peak emissions in E and NW directions (Fig. 8b) could be explained by distant sources if seen by both upper air intakes, but are probably explained by sources from wet soils within the footprint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BR1 CH$_4$ exchange ($\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>BR2 CH$_4$ exchange ($\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>ECG1 CH$_4$ exchange ($\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>ECG2 CH$_4$ exchange ($\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Chambers CH$_4$ exchange ($\mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun 2010</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 2010</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2*</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>–11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 2010</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>−2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>−9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 2010</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>−9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2010</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2010</td>
<td>0.7*</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>−0.7*</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2010</td>
<td>−1.6</td>
<td>1.7*</td>
<td>−1.9</td>
<td>1.1*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 2011</td>
<td>0.3*</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 2011</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2011</td>
<td>−0.3*</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−1.4*</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 2011</td>
<td>0.2*</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.1*</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 2011</td>
<td>−1.2*</td>
<td>1.3*</td>
<td>−1.2*</td>
<td>0.1*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 2011</td>
<td>−4.0</td>
<td>1.1*</td>
<td>−3.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 2011</td>
<td>−2.7</td>
<td>1.1*</td>
<td>−1.6*</td>
<td>0.4*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2011</td>
<td>0.3*</td>
<td>0.9*</td>
<td>0.1*</td>
<td>0.2*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2011</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>−0.1*</td>
<td>−1.4</td>
<td>−1.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2011</td>
<td>−1.4</td>
<td>0.4*</td>
<td>−3.1</td>
<td>−0.4*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not significantly different from zero.

Emissions from the dominant wind direction are low in comparison to other wind directions and during some months a net uptake of $-1$ to $-3 \mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ is measured using BR1 and ECG1 (Table 1). However, CH$_4$ uptake measured at the soil surface by chambers was many times larger, about $-10 \mu$mol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$. Patches of wetter soils and small ponds can be found in the main wind direction and it is possible that emissions from these wet areas switch the site from being a sink of CH$_4$ to being a source of CH$_4$ as shown by BR2 and ECG2 and for some months by BR1 and ECG1 (Table 1). Temporal shifts of soils from net sinks to net sources in wet periods were found in several studies (e.g., Hudgens and Yavitt, 1997; Moosavi and Crill, 1997; Sakabe et al., 2012). Observations further indicate that large emissions from small source areas can shift a site from a sink to a source (Fiedler et al., 2005; Sakabe et al., 2012).

4.3. Impact of vegetation

Quantitative linkages of below canopy processes and above canopy measurements tend to be difficult to analyse. In addition, since all air intakes for the gradient measurements were positioned above the canopy, it is not possible to distinguish soil emissions from within canopy exchanges. Most MM measurement studies have not detected substantial aerobic CH$_4$ emissions from vegetation (Bowling et al., 2009; Querino et al., 2011; Ueyama et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013),

Table 1. Monthly mean values of CH$_4$ exchange for main wind directions, 180$^\circ$–240$^\circ$, derived using the modified Bowen ratio (BR) method and the combined eddy covariance and gradient method (ECG) for gradients between 31.7 and 58.5 m and between 31.7 m and 100.6 m.
Fig. 8. Half-hourly footprint estimates cumulated for the entire measurement period for (a) gradients between 31.7 and 58.5 m and (b) between 31.7 and 100.6 m. Contour lines are plotted for each 10% of the cumulated footprint. The tower location is depicted as a red dot. The background maps are tree height from LiDAR measurements, for illustration. Coordinates (x and y axes) are in UTM.
but Mikkelsen et al. (2011) found indications for CH$_4$ emissions from a beech forest stand during a period of low wind conditions. However, microbial production of CH$_4$ in the wet heartwood of trees has been known for at least 40 yr (Zeikus and Ward, 1974). Furthermore, trees can transport and release CH$_4$ from soil water (Gauci et al., 2010; Terazawa et al., 2007).

Laboratory studies have shown that aerobic CH$_4$ emissions from vegetation could be triggered by UV radiation and heating (Vigano et al., 2008), but emissions in the absence of UV have also been measured, although at much lower rates (Bruhn et al., 2009). If canopy emissions caused by high UV radiation were a major contribution to CH$_4$ exchange at the Norunda site, we would expect the emissions to peak during daytime and not at night as observed in this study (Fig. 10).

4.4. Seasonal variations and drivers of CH$_4$ exchange

Reduced CH$_4$ emissions in summer, as shown in Fig. 9, can be due to a decrease in water table depth and soil moisture, which counteracts methanogenic production and favours methanotrophic oxidation, by decreasing the depth of the methanogenic zone in the soil and facilitating diffusion of atmospheric CH$_4$ and oxygen to methanotrophs. In 2011, the water table depth had continuously dropped on average since the snowmelt in April, which may have resulted in shifting formerly wet areas from CH$_4$ sources to CH$_4$ sinks.

\[\text{Fig. 9.} \quad \text{Weekly mean values of CH}_4\text{ exchange, water table depths, air temperature and soil temperature and also the weekly amount of precipitation.}\]
In addition, the positive effect of reductions in water table depth and soil moisture on methanotrophic uptake might have outweighed an increase in CH₄ emission due to increases in soil temperatures which could have been expected otherwise. Peak emissions coincide with a high water table as observed following precipitation and snowmelt (see for example, June 2010, September 2010 and April 2011 in Fig. 9). Multiple linear regression analyses revealed a significant relationship between CH₄ exchange and water table depth for both gradient methods (Table 2).

The reduction of atmospheric CH₄ concentrations during summer (Fig. 5) cannot be interpreted as a result of an increased soil uptake, since seasonal patterns in CH₄ concentrations are expected to mainly depend on an increased destruction of atmospheric CH₄ by hydroxyl radicals, and the production of hydroxyl radicals in the atmosphere is larger in summer (Khalil and Rasmussen 1983). At high southern latitude sites, land-based CH₄ sources and sinks are very small and the seasonal CH₄ cycle is dominated by variability in hydroxyl radical production. The seasonal amplitude is about 30 ppb (Dlugokencky et al., 1994), which is about the same size as the amplitude of the CH₄ concentration cycle at Norunda. In a forested landscape with the absence of larger wetlands and anthropogenic sources, it is likely that seasonal variations in atmospheric CH₄ concentrations mainly follow the cycle of hydroxyl radicals. The observed trend of increasing CH₄ concentrations over the study time period could simply be a result of local year-to-year variability. Several years of data would be needed to validate this trend.

*The variable significantly contributes to the variance in CH₄.

### Table 2. Coefficients calculated by multiple linear regression analyses of daily mean values of CH₄ exchange derived at two levels and for two different methods (the modified Bowen ratio (BR) method and combined eddy covariance and gradient method (ECG)); and the explanatory variables air temperature, soil temperature, soil moisture, water table depth, CO₂ exchange and GPP. The analysis was made on standardised data to adjust for the disparity in variable sample sizes. The adjusted R² value displays how much of the variance in CH₄ exchange can be explained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ECG1</th>
<th>ECG2</th>
<th>BR1</th>
<th>BR2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun-Sep, N=97, R² = 0.03</td>
<td>Total, N=200, R² = 0.07</td>
<td>Jun-Sep, N=126, R² = 0.05</td>
<td>Total, N=281, R² = 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil moisture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water table depth</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td>0.30*</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ flux</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The variable significantly contributes to the variance in CH₄.

Fig. 10. Diel pattern of CH₄ exchange binned hourly for the entire measurement period.
4.5. Diel pattern

Diel variations in CH$_4$ exchange at Norunda seem independent of the season, except for November/December where no diel pattern could be found. It should be kept in mind that about 90% of the daytime data were removed due to too small gradients. To rule out that the observed diel pattern was an artefact caused by unequal sample size, we also estimated diurnal curves by randomly sampling equal amounts of data points from each bin for BR1. This procedure clearly revealed a reproducible and consistent diel pattern. Emissions were highest during the night or early morning hours and lowest in the afternoon (Fig. 10). Querino et al. (2011) observed nighttime maxima in CH$_4$ flux associated to venting below canopy storage depletion. However, at Norunda this explanation does not hold as CH$_4$ gradients change gradually over many hours. Pattey et al. (2006) measured net CH$_4$ emissions at a boreal forest site using a gradient method and assigned higher daytime temperatures to be the cause of higher emissions. Since at Norunda, net CH$_4$ emissions dominate above the canopy, we might expect similar daytime enhancements due to temperature dependence of methanogens, but during most of the time CH$_4$ exchange was negatively correlated with temperature (Table 3). This suggests that temperature-independent processes affect the net flux.

Periods with lower than average CH$_4$ emissions at Norunda might be due to methanotrophs dominating the net flux. Diel trends with maximum CH$_4$ uptake around noon were found at sites where consumption dominates the CH$_4$ exchange (Smeets et al., 2009; Sakabe et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013). Wang et al. (2013) explained the increased daytime uptake with increased turbulence during the day that facilitated the transport of atmospheric CH$_4$ to the methanotrophs in the soil, while Sakabe et al. (2012) found a dependency of the diel amplitude of CH$_4$ exchange on air temperature. We know from chamber measurements (Sundqvist et al., 2014) that CH$_4$ uptake in well-aerated forest soil could benefit from both increased turbulence and increases in soil temperatures. However, our chamber measurements do not show a consistent diel pattern (Fig. 11).

Distant source areas could possibly explain the diel pattern, since their contributions would be larger at night than during daytime due to reduced turbulence at night. Variability in fluxes is also higher during nighttime than during daytime. A possible explanation for this could be the smaller daytime footprint that includes mainly homogeneous upland forest. During nighttime, however, the sources can vary much more as the footprints are larger and the surroundings of the main forest show higher heterogeneity further away including more wet areas.

Table 3. Pearson correlations between hourly binned CH$_4$ exchange for BR1 and hourly binned air temperature, soil temperature, GPP and VPD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Air temperature</th>
<th>Soil temperature</th>
<th>GPP</th>
<th>VPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar–Apr</td>
<td>−0.50*</td>
<td>0.54*</td>
<td>0.85**</td>
<td>−0.68**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May–Jun</td>
<td>−0.54*</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>0.49*</td>
<td>−0.46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul–Aug</td>
<td>−0.77**</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.80**</td>
<td>−0.58*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep–Oct</td>
<td>−0.79**</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>−0.68**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov–Dec</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.56*</td>
<td>0.88**</td>
<td>−0.52*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at $p < 0.05$, **significant at $p < 0.001$.

Fig. 11. Diel patterns of soil CH$_4$ exchange measured by individual soil chambers, 7 July–31 September 2010.
Plant uptake could also contribute to the observed diel pattern of CH₄ exchange. A net uptake of CH₄ by shoots and leaves of spruce, pine, rowan and birch has been measured at Norunda (Sundqvist et al., 2012). The uptake increased with increasing photosynthetically active radiation. On a larger scale, just as with CH₄ emissions, we have no means to distinguish uptake by soil from uptake by vegetation. The diel curve of CH₄ exchange correlates with GPP (Table 3), and because diel variation of GPP is largely controlled by incoming radiation, it seems possible that uptake by vegetation impacts the diel CH₄ pattern.

5. Summary and conclusions

We used a modified BR method and a combined ECG method to quantify the methane (CH₄) exchange between canopy and the overlaying atmosphere at the Norunda forest site in central Sweden. Good agreement between CO₂ fluxes calculated by the ECG method and CO₂ fluxes measured by the EC method indicate that the ECG method should also provide reliable results for CH₄ fluxes. However, subtle gradients, especially during daytime, coupled to cumulative error due to ambient variability and instrumentation limitations considerably reduced the number of measurements during data processing. Fluxes calculated by the BR method and the ECG method are of similar order of magnitudes. According to both BR and ECG methods, the site is a net source of CH₄ of 1.48 ± 4.57 μmol m⁻² h⁻¹. This finding is in contrast to chamber measurements in the study area which indicate that the soil is a net sink of CH₄ of 4.57 μmol m⁻² h⁻¹. The only well-characterised source area within the footprint of the tower is a clear-cut area, which is located within the 70% footprint level for ECG and BR when gradients between 31.7 and 100.6 m are considered. Peak emissions from smaller wet patches within the forest might turn the site from a sink to a source despite an uptake in well-aerated soil. All air intakes of the gradient measurements were positioned above the canopy; therefore, it is not possible to discriminate between soil CH₄ exchange and any canopy CH₄ exchange. The CH₄ exchange follows a clear diel pattern, with higher net emissions at night and lower net emissions in the afternoon. The decrease in net emissions during afternoon hours might be a result of an uptake by the canopy since the diel pattern of CH₄ exchange correlates with both GPP and VPD which indicates that there might be a coupling between the CH₄ exchange and photosynthesis. A diel pattern could also be explained by contributions from more distant source areas, which would have a larger impact at night due to longer horizontal transport vectors during low turbulence conditions.
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